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      Oh hello sunshine. It's BACK...

        
      our best selling experience! Kayaking the canals through Little Venice.

      See what's new >
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      Hi there! Calypso (Head of Everything) at The Indytute..

        
      Hurrah! You've found us amongst the 'big boys' of the experience gift world. Check out my top picks this week...

      Experience gift inspo >
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      No gift goes unloved

        
      If your lucky recipient doesn't fancy what you've chosen we'll exchange in an instant, no fuss guaranteed 💪

      Shop the Experience Edit >
        

      

      

      

    
  




  


  




    
        
            
                

                
                    Give good times

                    
                        Brilliant, handpicked gift experiences, experiences for couples and stay at home kits. Gifts that cut the clutter.
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        💪 If they don't like what you've chosen, we'll just swap it, easy. Click to see these favourites 💪
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          Food & Drink Experiences
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          Creative Experiences
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      Gift Cards
      
👉 Want a gift experience with a kit but can't decide on a delivery date? Or need a thoughtful gift instantly? Then choose a (very smart) Indytute gift voucher to arrive in the post or as an instant download!👈
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          Last Minute Larry?

          Left it a bit late? We offer an instant e-voucher either for yourself or to send straight to a friend.
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          Time on your side?

          For any occassion it’s always nice to have something to open. Get your experience sent in the post with our unique gift packs.

        

      


    
  





    
     
Hello! I’m so pleased you found us among the ‘big boys’ of the experience gift world.  I hope you find that The Indytute is a bit different. I handpick our experiences because I personally love them - they either give you that warm glow or the wow factor and they are all run by brilliant, talented people that love what they do. My favourite gifts have always been experiences - that £20 harmonica class is still an evening to remember five years on, the pottery pet bowl I made with my husband is in daily use and that delicious curry with a few too many cocktails at Battersea Power Station was a hoot. I launched The Indytute when I hit 30.  After a career in designing and selling ‘stuff’ I’d had enough - I needed to de-clutter my life… so I moved onto a canal boat, sold my business and started The Indytute! From gifts for couples to some very tasty food and drink gifts I hope I’ve got all bases covered… and for that very tricky, picky person you can let them choose with a gift card! We have tested out the experiences out so you don’t have to worry and your lucky recipient won’t ever have to pay more than the experience - because how boring is that?!  We’re always adding to the ‘new experience gift’ category so keep an eye on that and drop me a message in the chat if you like what we do. It's memories that matter. Right, so off you go… Start gifting experiences!
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        Not just another newsletter  👀
        
Surprise gifts and first looks with a no-spam Indy promise 🥳
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